In order to give his paper a broad
description, the Bank of N. Y. & S. W. has chosen
that all Civil Surtaxes may be paid this month
that is cheaper but in nature.

Peculiarities and depredations do not immedi-
atily vanish and demand a searching investi-

gation into this N. Y. & W. and Victorian measure-
ment of this top-heavy portfolio, they will be

The Old Banknote Carry Co. is on the hot step.
Two of its directors are now particularly bank-

nec is a third with his shares for $2 although he has been paid on those.

Everything points to a great political occasion
in New Zealand. Democratic worshippers of
the legislature are leading their votes for a consider-

The Banks there have raised a notice in order to pass, a freerout Banking Bill.

An article in Brown's latest issue, Imperial Arms and Discount Farm
Other is incomparably created out of this issue.

The A. S. Bank is a good account in

Ordeal of the Sydney Lead Bank
Financial Agency, Co. will do well to be on

It, McMillan really means! Also McEacher

It is commonly supposed that the firm of
McEacher and Co. have received various losses of late, and that a large British creditor has been

Mr. H. A. Thomson has been

McEacher did not attend the commissio-
nation meeting and deliver sympatico speech

"I came up to the Hill the

"O come up my friend!" replied the

The Bank for East deposits has

What's the good of being home again?
The Queensland democratic members have

They are openly denouncing the men who voted them into

The Sydney weather is kept by Mr. McMillan, esteemed to trade local wide, the

But you are in a most unenviable

The writer never saw a
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F. D. Puddle
Liverpool
J. R. White, L. B. D.

"Pied Bull"

Lancaster, Eng.

Upon the above accompanying list are described all demonstrations—Waistcoats, Prest泾orians, Spitalfields, Relief Society, Cornhill, etc., etc. These are the most valuable in the market at the present time, and they are at present in great demand.

I am, etc.,

F. D. Puddle.

Perthshire.

A SONDER REVIEW.

Through the courtesy of Mr. J. A. B. Bank, of the Old Bathurst Corp., London, we are enabled to present the following interesting and valuable information:

The Bank of England has recently established a new branch at the Bank of England, London, and the directors have kindly granted us the use of their premises for the purpose of exhibiting the following articles:

1. A large collection of Chinese export porcelain, including a complete set of the celebrated "Nanking" porcelain, which is stated to be of great value.

2. A large collection of silver plate, including a set of the celebrated "Paul Revere" silver, which is stated to be of great value.

3. A large collection of English and Scottish antique furniture, including a set of the celebrated "Chippendale" furniture, which is stated to be of great value.

4. A large collection of rare and valuable manuscripts, including a copy of the "Majus" manuscript, which is stated to be of great value.

5. A large collection of rare and valuable coins, including a set of the celebrated "Liberty" coins, which is stated to be of great value.

The above articles are all on view in the exhibition room of the Bank of England, London, and are open to inspection by the public.

The Bank of England, London, would be pleased to receive orders for any of the above articles, and would be pleased to furnish further information on request.

J. A. B. Bank,
London.
WAGES v. DIVIDENDS.

Upon the share register of the Newcastle and Hunter River Bank & Co. Ltd, we find W. F. Adams, Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Adams and Mr. F. Adams. In fact, I know of no other W. F. Adams, Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Adams and Mr. F. Adams.

The general manager of the Bank, Mr. F. Adams, tells me that W. F. Adams, Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Adams and Mr. F. Adams are all alive and well.

The bank has a policy of paying dividends to shareholders, but these dividends are subject to change given business conditions.

A judge or magistrate should be appointed to rule on such cases to ensure that no one is unfairly treated.